
Functions
of Rando Variables
and Geometrical Probability

Now that we have reviewed the basics of probabilistic modeling in Chapter
2, we are ready to focus our attention on problems of an urban nature. Many
urban systems are spatially distributed and thus our analysis often must
incorporate a spatial component. To accomplish this we draw upon tools of
applied probability that have been developed over the years and labeled
"geometrical probability" methods. However, we will see that these methods
can be developed in a relatively straightforward manner from the basic
principIes of Chapter 2. In recalling these principies, we should kéep in mind
that each probabilistic modeling experiment that we confront can be
approached using the following four steps:

STEP 1: Define the random variables of interest.

STEP 2: Identify the joint sample space.

STEP 3: Determine the joint probability distribution over the sample
space.

STEP 4: Work within the sample space to determine the answers to any
questions about the experiment.

Any special techniques that we develop, whether geometrically motivated or
not, are usual1y only shortcuts for performing one or more of these steps.
Before studying shortcuts, with their concomitant pitfalls for the novice, it is
essential that one obtain a firm grounding in the basics.

As a further step toward gaining this proficiency-before launching into
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geometrieal speeialty topies-we eonsider a c1ass of problems that arises in
most probabilistie model building, inc1uding geometrieally oriented problems.
The problem involves deriving the joint probability law for one set of random
variables whieh are expressed as funetions of other random variables whose
joint probability law is known. This problem, involving funetions of random
variables, will be our first eoneern in this ehapter. After we have beeome
skilled at deriving the probability laws of funetions of random variables, we
will (in the seeond part) foeus our attention on spatially oriented experiments
that require both knowledge of funetions of random variables and special
teehniques assoeiated with geometrieal probability.

3.1 FUNCTIONS OF RANDOM VARIABLES:
DERIVED DISTRIBUTIONS

Often when examining a system we know by hypothesis or measurement the
probability law of one or more random variables, and wish to obtain the
probability laws of other random variables that ean be expressed in terms of
the original random variables. The random variables in the seeond set are
funetions of the randorn variables in the first set. We eall this a problem of
derived distributions, sinee we must derive the joint probability distribution(s)
for the random variables in the seeond set. Derived distribution problems ean
arise with diserete, eontinuous, or mixed random variables.

There are many speeial teehniques for deriving distributions, but we will
foeus on a "never-fail" method. Virtually ali of the work assoeiated with this
method oceurs in the joint sample spaee of the original random variables; the
never-fail method is simply a systematie proeedure for earrying out Step 4
("working in the sample spaee") in a probabilistie modeling analysis.

Suppose that the original set of random variables is given by {XI' X2,

... , XN} with joint edf Fx •.x •.....XN(·). Suppose that there are M random
variables YI, Y2, ••• , YM, each of whieh ean be expressed as a funetion of
XI' X:h• •• , XN, namely Y{ = g{(XI, X2, ••• , XN), i= 1,2, ... , M. Then
the never-fail method, ealled the cumulative distribution method, allows eom-
putation of the joint eumulative distribution function for the Y/s,

Fy ••y ••... ,YM(Yl'Y2' ... 'YM) = P{YI < YI' Y2 < Y2' ... , YM < YM}

as foIlows:

ldentify the set of points in the original (XI' X2, ••• ,XN) sarnple
spaee that corresponds to the joint event

a.

[Y1 = gl(XI, X2,· •• ,XN) < Yl' Y2 = g2(XI, X2,· •• , XN)

< Y2"'" YM = gM(XI, X2,···, XN) <YM}
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b. For each set of values for the y/s, {Yl' Y2" .. , YM}, determine by
summation or integration the probability in the (Xl> X2, ... ,XN)

sample space of this joint event, thereby obtaining Fy,.y •..... yh,(Yl' Y2'
... , YM), -00 < Yl' Y2" .. , YM < +00.

If the random variables are eontinuous, we can find the joint pdf for
{YI, Y2, .' •• , YM} by taking partial derivatives of Fy,.y •..... yM(·) with respeet
to eaeh of its arguments,

If they are diserete, the pmf is found simply by using the edf and subtraeting
appropriate suecessive values.

While the method deseribed in its full generality may appear intimidating,
applying it earefully in a step-by-step manner makes problems much easier
to solve. Fortunately, for many problems of interest the number of variables
involved is small, often with neither M nor N exceeding 2. Gaining proficieney
in this aspeet of probabilistie modeling seems to require study of numerous
examples, to uneover potential pitfalls that await the unwary analyst. Thu.s,
we will analyze many examples, most of which are of independent interest 111

the analysis of urban serviee systems. Continuous ranelom variables appear
to give the greatest diffieulty to those first learning use of the method, and
thus our foeus will be on eontinuous random variables. Examples involving
diserete random variables are given in the problems. (See Problem 3.2 for
strietly diserete random variables and Problems 3.24 and 3.30 for "mixed"
random variables.)

Example 1: Response Dlstance of ali Ambulette

This first example will provide a framework for demonstrating several charac-
teristics of "derived distribution" problerns. Suppose that a public safety
vehicle travels back and forth along a straight highway, the traveling perhaps
to find motorists in need of assistance. Also, along this highway accidents can
occur that create a need for on-scene assistance by the vehicle. The vehiclc is
dispatched by radio to these accidents. Because of its limited on-board crncr-
gency medical equipment, we call the vehicle an ambulette, We are interested
in determining the probability law of the travei distance for lhe ambulette to
reach a rundorn medical ernergency,

Solution

Following lhe general discussion above, a derived distribution problcm is
like any other probabilistic modeling problem; it requires that we do falir
things to model the experiment:
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STEP 1: Define the random variables of interest.

STEP 2: ldentify the joint sample space.

STEP"3: Determine thejoint probability distribution over the sample space.

STEP 4: Work within the sample space to determine the answers to any
questions about the experiment.

As discussed above, the activity specific to derived distributions (functions of
random variables) occurs in Step 4.

1. Random variables. Suppose that the highway is of unit length. Then
the two key random variables would be

XI = location of the medical ernergency, O::::;; XI < 1
X2 = location of the ambulette at the moment of dispatch, O::::;; X2 ::::;; 1

Later, when we are interested in traveI distance, assuming U-turns are possi-
ble and permissible everywhere, the traveI distance D can be expressed as a
function of XI and X2, D = I XI - X21.

2. Joint sample space. The joint sarnple space is the unit square in the
positive quadrant (O -::::;;XI::::;; 1, O < X2 < 1). .

3. Joint probability distribution. We will assume that the locations of the
ambulette and the medical emergency are uniforrnly, independently distrib-
uted over the highway. ln practice, the three assumptions entailed in such a
statement would have to be argued for plausibility and measurements might
have to be taken. Naturally, the analysis could also proceed with an alterna-
tive set of assumptions. Since we are now dealing with strictly continuous
random variables, we will work with the joint probability density function,
which is

!x,.x,(XI> X2) = !X,(XI)!X,(X2) (by independence)

O < XIt X2 ::::;; 1

otherwise

4. Work in the sample space. This is the point at which the never-fail
method for deriving distributions comes into play. We want the probability
law of

D = I XI - X21 = "travei distance"

Here, in our general notation, N = 2 and M = 1 and we are confronted with
what is sometimes called a 2-to-1 transformation.

To apply the never-fail method for finding the cdf of D, FD(y), we first
locate the region in the (XI, X2) sample space corresponding to the event
(D ::::;;y). Formally, the steps are written as follows:

To remove the absolute value operator, we consider two cases separately:
case 1: XI ~ X2; case 2: XI < X2• For the first case, D = XI - X2 and
experimental values XI and X2 of XI and X2, respectively, must lie between the
line X2 = XI and X2 = XI - Y (Figure 3.1). For the second case, D =
X2 - XI> and experimental values of XI and X2 must lie between the line
X2 = Xl and X2 = XI + y. Consideration of these two cases gives rise to the
shaded region in the sample space in Figure 3.1. Once we have determined
such •• region, we have identified the set of points corresponding to the event
of interest: {D ::::;;y}, thereby completing step a of the never-fail.method. This
is often the most difficult part of a derived distribution problem. Note that
determination of this region in no way depended on the joint pdf for XI and
X2; thus, the "work" invested to this point could be applied to several alter-
native models, each with its own joint pdf for XI and X 2.

fx\.x2(X\,X2)= \

over unit square

\-y

Entire region
for which D ..; y

y

I-y
o

-y

FIGURE 3.1 Joint (X I, X 2) sample space, randomly positioned Incident
and ambulette.

Step b of the never-fail method requires that we integrate lr"x,(') over
the set of points in the shaded region to obtain FD(y). Since the joint X\t X2

pdf is uniform over the unit square, we can perform the integration by com-
puting are as in the sample space. (Conceptually, each area is multiplied by
"1," the height of the pdf at that point, to yield a probability measured as a
volume.) By cornputing areas of the triangles not in the shaded region,

O::::;;y::;;1 (3.1)
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we have now completed step b of the never-fail method and we are "done."
[What do we know about FD( - 2) or FD(3.vn)?]

Should we desire the pdf of D, we differentiate, obtaining

r ( ) = dFD(y) = {2(1 - y)
JD Y dy O .

O~y~l
otherwise

(3.2)

From the pdf (or cdf') we can determine anything that is desired concerning
D. For instance, the expected value (or mean value) of D is

f+~ fi
E[D] = _~yfD(y) dy = o y2(1 - y)dy = :I- (3.3)

The variance of D is

0'1:,= E[(D - E[D])2] = E[D2] - (E[D])2 = n- (3.4)

These results will be of use in our further work.
A system administrator may be interested in knowing the effects on travei

distance of prepositioning the ambulette at the center of the interval depicting
the highway, thus fixing X2 = 1- Then the joint sample space is the straight
line indicated in Figure 3.2. If the new traveI distance is D' = 1XI - 1I, the

New (X I' X 2) sarnple space

Region for
which D';;;;y,.--A--.

ir------+--~----r_---L--·

FIGU RE 3.2 Joint (X I, X 2) sample space, randomly
positioned incident, fixed position ambulette.

region for which (D' ~ y) is the line segment oflength 2y centered at XI = l'
Integrating the (uniform) pdf of XI. we have FD.(y) = P(D' ~ y} =
P(I X - !1 ~ y} = 2y (O ~ y ~ 1)' Th us, the pdf of D' is

fD'(y) = {~
O~y~!
otherwise (3.5)
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How could this result also be obtained by inspection ? The mean and variance
are

E[D'] = t
0'1, = -(Ir

(3.6)

Tl.us, a change in deployment policy resulting in an ambulette prepositioned
at the center of its service area rather than randomly patrolling its service
area reduces mean traveI distance by 25 percent, the variance of the traveI
distance by 62.5 percent, and, perhaps important in "worst-case" analyses,
the maximum possible travei distance by 50 percent.

Question: How would one determine (or estimate) thejoint distribution
function for XI and X2 in practice?

Further work: Problems 3,2-3.4.

Extension: Scaling

We often select the scale of a probabilistic modeling problem for analytical
convenience. For instance, if the length of highway analyzed in Example 1
had been 13.72 kilometers, the facto r of 13.72 would have occurred in
numerous places (making the analysis obviously less attractive). Thus, after
performing the analysis for a conveniently scaled problem, we often rescale
it to suit the real-world situation at hand. Scaling can also occur when
switching systems of measurement, say from British units to metric units,

Suppose that we have derived the probability law for W, given one scale,
and we wish to find the moments and the probability law of

v = aW + b (3.7)

where a and b are known constants. The expected value is easy,

E[V] = E[aW + b] = aE[W] + b (3.8)

The second moment is

Thus, the variance is

O'~ = E[V2] - E[VP

= a2E[W2] + 2abE[W] + b2 - a2E[Wp - 2abE[W] - b2

or, simplifying,

(3.9)
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ln words, multiplying a random variable by a constant results in its variance
being multiplied by the square of that constant.

We can also derive the probability law of V (assumed to be continuous)
using the never-fail method. The analysis proceeds as follows:

y

Fv(v) = P{V < v} = P{aW + b < v}
=P{aW< v - b}

To proceed further,' we must distinguish two cases: case 1: a > O; case 2:
a < O.

For case I, Fv(v) = p{ W < v a b} = Fw(V -:; b)
For case 2, Fv(v) = p{ W~ v a b} = 1 _ Fw(V -;; b)

a>O

a<O

•
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+ Directions of
travei

o x

These equations constitute the answer to our problem. For instance, in the
ambulette example, if a = 13.72 kilometers and b = 71.09 kilometers, we
would be modeling a 13.72-kilometer stretch of highway starting 71.09 kilo-
meters from the origino Returning to the patrolling ambulette example, the
cdf for XI becomes

Argue that

F ( ) XI - 71.09
x, XI = 13.72

Xo
FIGURE 3.3 Rectangular response area.

E[D] = !(Xo + Yo)

GJJ = n(Xõ + Yõ)

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

71.09 < XI < 84.81 Example 1: Revisited (Min and Max)

Suppose we are interested in the coordinates that determine a dispatch inci-
dent, XI and X2, without regard to which location represents the ambulette
and which the medical emergency. Instead, we may be concerned with the
rightmost coordinate R and the leftmost coordinate L. For instance all points
between R and L may be exposed to siren and lights as the ambulette passes at
high speed. Thus, the joint probability law of R and L would be of interest.
We will ignore scaling and assume that alllocations, as before, occur in the
interval [0, 1].

whereas the cdf for the traveI distance D" = 13.72D would be

FD,,(d) = 1 - (1 - 13~72r O<d< 13.72

Returning to the general result for scaling, if we differentiate each of the
two cdf equations with respect to v, we find the pdf

(3,10) Solutionfor any a *' O

You might find it helpful to sketch several different applications of this result.
Since we have already performed Steps 1-3 in describing the experiment, we
are ready to go to Step 4 (work in the sample space) and employ the never-
fail method. The random variables that are functions of the original random
variables areExercise 3.1: Rectangular Response Area Suppose that we have an Xo-by-

Yo rectangular response area for the ambulette (Figure 3.3), with sides of the
rectangle paralleI to the coordinate axes. The location of the medical erner-
gency (XI> YI) and of the ambulette (X2, Y2) are independently uniformly
distributed over the response area. Travei distance occurs according to the
"right-angle" metric,

R = Max (XI. X2)

L = Min (XI> X2)

(3.11)
We wish to derive the joint probability law for R ,Il'ld L. This is sometimes
called an N = 2-to-M = 2 transformation. To execute step a of the never-
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fail method, we proceed formally as follows:

FR.L(r, I) == P[R s; r, L ~ l}

=P[Max (Xl, X2) ~ r, Min (Xl, X2) ~ l}

To proceed from here, we consider separately each of the two events in braces
and "merge" these later by intersection. That is, we can write

P[Max (Xl> X2) ~ r, Min (Xl> X2) ~ l}

= P[[Max (Xl> X2) < r] n [Min (Xl, X2) ~ I]}

To determine the set of points in the (Xl, X 2) rarnple space corresponding
to Max (Xl, X2) ~ r, we again consider two cases: case 1: Xl ~ X2; case 2:
Xl ~ X2• For case 1, Max (Xl> X2) = Xl and the event Max (Xl> X2) ~ r
corresponds to the set of points to the left of the line Xl = r (Figure 3.4).
Similarly, for case 2, Max (Xl, X2) = X2 and the event Max (Xl> X2) ~ r
corresponds to the set of points below the line X2 = r. Combining these two
cases, the event Max (Xl> X2) < r corresponds to the square of area r2 shown
in Figure 3.4.

Proceeding in a similar manner for Min (Xl, X2) ~ I, we again consider
case 1: Xl ~ X2 and case 2: Xl < X2. For case I, Min (Xl, X2) = X2 and
the event Min (Xl> X2) ~ / corresponds to the set of points below the line
X2 = / (Figure 3.4). For case 2, Min (Xl> X2) = Xl and the event
Min (Xl, X2) ~ I corresponds to the set of points to the !eft of the line
Xl = /.Combining these two cases, the event Min (Xl> X2) ~ / corresponds
to the L-shaped region shown in Figure 3.4.

-'2

r

o Q
FIGURE 3.4 Sample space for the Max-Min problem.

.\'\

•
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The intersection of the two events found above yields the event of intcrcst,
[R ~ r, L ~ l}, shown in the crosshatched region in Figure 3.4. Wc have
now completed step a of the never-fail method.

To carry out step b ali we need to do is to integrate the joint pdf
Ix"x.(·) over the region (event) found in Step I. Again, because of the special
nature of this sample space and its probability assignment, we can do this by
working directly with areas in the sample space. By computing the relevant
areas, we obtain

FR,L(r, /) = 2rl - 12 (3.13)

This completes step b of the never-fail method.
The joint pdf is

a2
IR,L(r,/) = ar a/R,L(r,/)

O~/~r~l
otherwise= {~ (3.14)

The joint R, L sample space is shown in Figure 3.5. The joint pdf of R, L over
this triangular region is uniform. Does this make sense intuitively?

Example 2: Travel Time

Suppose that it is not travei distance we are íntcrested in but rather travei
time. If we define random variables

T = travei time

D = travei distance

S = effective travei speed

Joint pdf for R and L
_ is uniforrn with height

~ over this triangular
rcgion

o
FIGURE 3.5 Sample space for R and L.
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time is related to distanee and speed by the familiar equation

D
T=S (3.15)

So/ution

In general, to obtain the pdf of Twe would require the joint pdf of D and S,
say fD,S(X, s). The never-fail method would proeeed as follows:

The event eorresponding to [D ~ tS} in the (D, S) sample spaee is shown in
Figure 3.6. In principIe, ali we need do is integrate the joint D, S pdf over
this region for eaeh value of t to obtain the edf for T, FT(/).!

Distance, x

Event {D ';;;tS}

o Speed, s

FIGURE 3.6 Joint sample space for speed (S) and distance (D).

As a simple example, suppose that the speed of response eould assume only
two values, S = 1 or S = 2, with equal probability. Assume that distanee is
distributed as the ambulette response distanee of Example 1, independently
of lhe speed of response. Then

fD(X) = 2(1 - x) O ~ x ~ 1

fs(s) = ttlo(s - 1) + ttlo(s - 2)

and by independenee

fD,S(X, s) = fD(X)fs(s)

= (1 - x)tlo(s - 1) + (1 - x)tlo(s - 2) (3.16)

!Typical empirical relationships found among speed, distance, and time are described
later in this chapter.

Sec.3.1
•
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This forrnidable-looking expression represents the pdf of two random vari-
ables, one eontinuous and the other diserete. As long as we keep in mind that
pdf's have no probabilistic meaning until we integrate them and that the
integration properties of impulses are well defined, we will be in fine shape.
(Reeall Problem 2.2.)

The joint (D, S) sample spaee is shown in Figure 3.7. We now proeeed
iwith the never-fail method.

x = 2t

x=t

Distance, x

These two straight tine segments
rcpresent the set of points

~_--:;7' corresponding to possible
experimental outcomes

2 Speed,s
FIGURE 3.7 Joint sample space for S and D, when S is a two-valued random
variable.

Examining Figure 3.7, we see that the straight line x = ts interseets both
"lines" of the sample spaee for O ::;; t::;; t. So, for those values of t, we have

(3.17)

The 'T"s arise from integrating left to right aeross the impulses; the FD(.)

terms arise from integrating from x = Oto x = ts at s = 1 and s = 2. Sinee
from Exarnple 1, (3.1), we know that

Equation (3.17) becomes

FT(t) = tu - (1 - t)2] + tu - (1 - 2t)2]
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Once I exceeds i in value, the sweep of the line x = ts no longer picks up
additional probability from the "line impulse" at s = 2. So, for -!- < I < 1,
FT(r) = i[1 - (1 - 1)2] + 1- Thus, combining results, the answer to our
problem is

_ !~[1 - (1 - 1)2] + t[1 - (1 - 2/)2]
Fr(/) - W - (1 - 1)2] + i

1 .

1<0
0::;:1::;:!-
1</::;:1
1> 1

(3.18)

Dilferentiating, the probability density function is

O</::;:i
-!-~/~1
otherwise

(3.19)

This pdf is sketched in Figure 3.8. Note the discontinuity in slope at 1 = i.
This is not unusual in practice; in fact, one often comes across problems in
which the derived pdf is discontinuous (in value) at one or more points.
Points of discontinuity, either in value or slope, usually correspond to
"switchover points" in the original sample space in which the summation or
integral for accumulating probability for the cdf switches over to some new
functional formo Switchovers often occur when the region of accumulated
probability changes in geometric form, such as occurred at I = -!- in the
example.

While we have completed our derived distribution work on this problem,
there is one additional issue that we wish to address and that deals with ex-
pected values of random variables. Here the expected value of T is

JI/2 JIE[T] = 1(3 - 51) dt + 1(1 - I) dt = t
o 1/2

FIGURE 3.8 PDF for response time T.
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We may wish to caIculate the expected value simply by working in the (D, S)
sample space. Because of independence, if T = hl (D)h2(S), then

E[T] = E[hl (D)]E[h2(S)]

Here hl(D) = D and h2(S) = l/S. Thus,

, E[T] = E[D]E[ ~ ]

From Example 1, we know E[D] = ~.and by direct caIculation

E[I/S] = (1)(i) + (i)(-!-) = i
Thus,

E[T] = (j·)(i) = .!-

as caIculated previously. This is an illustration of the following general
principie:

If one only desires expected values and not the complete probability law
of a function of random variables, it is usually computationally easier to
work directly in the original sample space to compute the expected values.

There is a second general principIe we can illustrate with this example.
When asked to caIculate E[T], one may be tempted to say that

E[T] J: E[D] = ~ = 2
E[S] T 9

Clearly, 'this is not correct, the answer being about 11 percent less than the
correct answer. The error lies in assuming that E[l/S] = l/E[S].

In general, the expected value of a function of a randorn variable is not
equal to the function evaluated at the expected value of the randorn
variable.

In this case one can prove mathematically that for any nannegative randorn
variable S,

(3.20)

Thus, if D and Sare independent,

[1] E[D]
E[T] = E[D)E S 2:: E{S) (3.21)
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Hence, using (E[D]/ E[S]) to estimate E[T] in such a case results in an optimis-
ticaIly low estimate of average traveI time. In a practical sense these relations
imply that an urban service agency cannot infer that, say, a 20-mile/hr average
response speed and a 1-mile average traveI distance irnply a 3-minute average
traveI time. On the contrary, the average inverse speed could be, say, 0.10
hourjrnile ; in such a case if traveI distance and traveI speed are independent,
the average traveI time is 6 minutes, not 3 minutes.

y

Amount of
error in y
direction

Further work: Problem 3.5.

Examp/e 3: Ray/eigh Distribution

To this point our derived distribution examples have dealt with sample spaces
in which ali random variables had finite maximum and minimum values. This
is not a necessary requirement, and many derived distribution problems, such
as the case considered here, allow one or more random variables to assume
infinitely large (positive or negative) values.

Suppose an urban vehicle is located at (Xo, Yo). An automatic vehicle
location (AVL) system utilizes one of the sêveral available technologies- to
estimate the location of the vehicle. Such an application is relevant in police
departments, taxicab services, maintenance services, and numerous other
urban services. Suppose that the estimated position of the vehicle is given by

Origin corresponds to
true location of vehicle
([xo. Yo 1 when measured
against an absolute co-
ordinate system)

x = Xo + X,

Y = Yo + Y, FIGURE 3.9 (X,. Y,) sample space, with transformation to polar
coordinates.

where (Xo, Yo) represent the true position coordinates of the vehicle and
(X •• Y,) are the additive error terms due to imperfect resolution. For certain
AVL technologies it makes sense to assume that X, and Y, are independent,
zero-mean Gaussian random variables:

The analysis proceeds as follows:

Ix (x) = fy (x) = /=21 e-x'/2u'. . v 1t0"
-00 <x < +00 = ff _1_ e-(x'+Y')/2a' dx dy

21t0"2
ctrcte of
radlus r

where the standard deviation O" specifies the resolution of the system. It now
makes sense to examine properties of the "radius of error"

Because of the circular syrnrnetry of the situation, we find it easier to evaluate
this integral by changing to polar coordinates p and O, where

R == -Ix; + y; p2 = x2 + y2

O = angle of the estimated vehicle location (measured from the x-axis)So/ution

To derive the probability law of R we work in the (X •• Y,) sample space,
which is the entire plane (Figure 3.9), and utilize the joint (X ••Y.) pdf, which
is (by independence)

These relationships are shown in Figure 3.9. Since the infinitesimal area to
be integrated changes from dx dy to P dp di), we can write

I (X y) = _1_e-<x'+Y')/2u'
X"Y., 21t0"2 -00 < x, y < +00

2See, for example, R. C. Larson, K. W. Colton, and G. C. Larson, "Evaluating an
lmplemented AVM Systern: The St. Louis Experience (phase I)," Public Systems
Evaluation, Inc., Carnbridge, Mass., 1976.
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Carrying out the final integration, we find that

r~O (3.22)

The pdf is

r~O (3.23)

This is a Ray/eigh pdlwith parameter l/a. Its mean and variance are well-
known:

E[R] = a';~ (3.24)

(3.25)

Notice that this pdf behaves as we might expect intuitively: it starts at zero at
r = O and grows monotonically to a maximum (which occurs at r = a) and
then decreases monotonically in an exponential way according to r2•

Among other applications, the Rayleigh probability law arises in physics
in various scattering experiments and in communication theory in the model-
ing of noise over a communication channel. We have now seen how it arises
as a derived distribution in an urban vehicle location context.

There is an alternative way of deriving the Rayleigh pdf directly without
first finding the cdf. The method is useful in other applications, as well, in
which it is easy to make infinitesimal probability arguments. However, when
in doubt, we always prefer to resort to the never-fail cdf method. The direct
method proceeds as follows: since a pdf has a probability meaning only if it
is integrated, we "integrate" IR(r) over the infinitesimal interval [r, r + dr],

IR(r )dr = P[ (X., Ye) falls in a circular ring of radius rand thickness dr}

= ff _1_ e-(x'+Y')/2u' dx dy
2TCa2

circular
rioa

Again because of circular symmetry, we change to polar coordinates p and O,
with p = r and dp = dr, thereby obtaining

12n 1
IR(r) dr = dO r dr __ e-r'/2u'

2TCa2
o

Thus,

r~O
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as previously derived. We used such an infinitesimal argumcnt whcn showing
in Section 2.12 that the lth-order interarrival time of a Poisson proccss has an
lth-order Erlang pdf. However, again we caution those cornputing derived
distributions that this "infinitesirnal" method for finding the pdf directly is
fraught with potential pitfalls and difficulties for ali but lhe simplest problems.
Thus, the never-fail cdf method remains our primary tool for deriving dis-
triljutions.

Further work on AVL position estimation errors: Problems 3.6 and 3.7.

Example 4: Ratio of Right Angle to Euclidean Dlstance Metries

As another example of deriving distributions of random variables, we con-
sider a problem that arises in transportation systems (e.g., "dial-a-ride" sys-
tems, taxicab systems), emergency services (fire, police, and ambulance), and
other municipal systems having mobile units, The problem deals with the
"penalty" in traveI distance incurred by a mobile unit while traveling a grid of
streets, compared to a helicopter or other unit that could traveI "as the crow
flies."

If the mobile unit is located at (Xl> Yl) and is traveling along a shortest-
distance path to (X2' Y2), perhaps to pick up a passenger, then the right-angle
distance between the points is

If street directions are parallel to the coordinate axes, the right-angle distance
(also caJled Manhattan, metropolitan, or rectangular distance) is a good
approximation for the actual travei distance covered. 3

Of interest in designing computer dispatching algorithms and in develop-
ing planning models, the ratio of the right angle to lhe Euclidean distance
provides insight as to the extra distance tra veled because of the requiremcnt of
driving on streets. For instance, if one knew lhe average value of this ratio,
then in a computer dispatching algorithm it rnight be acceptable to estimate
lhe traveI distance as the product of this average value and the Euclidcan
distance, the latter being obtained easily from a file of (x, y) coordinates.

Consider two points (Xl, Yt) and (X2, Y2), corresponding to lhe trip
origin and destination, respectively, defined relative to any fixed coordinate
system. Let \}l (O::;: \}1 ::;: TC/2) be the angle at which the directions of traveI
are rotated with respect to the straight line connecting the two points (see
Figure 3.10). Given \}1, the right-angle traveI distance between (Xl> Yd and
(X2, Y2) is

3See Problems 3.24 and 3.25 for realistic variations to the right-angle distance (due to
discreteness of streets and one-way streets).
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FIGURE 3.11 Event in 'i' sample space corresponding to
[cos ('i' - 1t/4) < r/-./2]. Event of interest given by dashed lines.

FIGURE 3.10 Relationship between right-angle and Euclidean travei distances. yielding

[R I 'I'}= cos 'I' + sin 'I' = ,J2 cos ('I' - ~)

FR(r) = 1 - : COçl (-.:72)
As checks, note that FR(I) = Oand FR(-J'1) = 1. The pdf is

(3.26)Given '1', the ratio of the right angle and the Euclidean distance is

We wish to derive the cdf of R using the never-fail method, making reasonable
assumptions about the probabilistic behavior of '1'.

(3.27)

Solution The median is ,J2 cos (n/8) ~ 1.306. The mean and variance are

Here we are deriving the distribution of one continuous random variable
which is expressed as a function of another continuous random variable (i.e.,
a "one-to-one" transformation). The cdf of R is

E[R] = : ~ 1.273

O'~ = 1 + ; - ~~~ 0.0155

(3.28a)

(3.28b)

Thus, "on the average" the mobile unit travels about 1.273 times the Euclidean
distance (given the model assumptions). Since O'~ = 0.0155, the ratio
O'RfE[R], the coefficient of variation, is only 0.098, meaning that the estimate of
4/n for E[R] is quite robusto

A reasonable "test' of the right-angle distance metric would be to com-
pare the empirical distribution of ratios of recorded traveI distances and cor-
responding Euc1idean distances to FR(·) and to compare the empirical1y
found average R to 1.273.

The event corresponding to (R ::;: r) in the 'I' sample space is shown in Figure
3.11. Now in a large, uniform city it makes sense to assume that 'I' is uniformly
distributed over [O, n/2]. (Why?) We call this an isotropy assumption, meaning
sameness regardless of direction. Given the isotropy assumption, we can inte-
grate the pdf of 'I' over the event indica, ..". ligure 3.11 to obtain

1".'2 2
FR(r)=2 -dx

cos-l(r5) .•" " 1t
Further work: Problem 3.8 [deriving E[R] and O'~ without FR(·)};

Problems 3.9 and 3.10 (alternatives to the isotropy assumption).
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Example 5: Qllantization Model then K is a function of D and 0:

As a final detailed example of a derived distribution problem, we consider a
situation in which two continuous random variables give rise to one discrete
random variable. This 2-to-1 transformation arises due to quantization of
odometer readings in urban vehicles. The same analysis applies in other
quantization settings, for instance in cases where successive event times are
quantized.

Assume that we are running an experiment to estimate the distribution of
distance traveled by taxicabs, where distance

K = LD + 0J
where

LXJ = greatest integer not exceeding X' (3.29)

IHere we have a discrete random variable expressed as a function of two
continuous random variablJs. If we have the joint probability law for D and
0, we would like the probability law for K.

Joint Sample Space
D == miles traveled from the moment of dispatch to arrival at the address

of the caller The (D, 0) sample space is the infinite strip of width 1 (O:::;; D < 00,

O:::;; 0 < 1), shown in Figure 3.12. Without yet assigning a probability law
over this sample space, we have performed in Figure 3.I2 the "work" required
to find the sets of points in the sample space that give rise to different values

Ali we have available experimentally are recorded travei distances, which are
quantized as Omiles, 1 mile, 2 miles, and so on. We wish to examine the
quantitative effects of such truncation. Quite clearly, the same model could
be used for studying response distances of emergency vehicles, "paid" trips
of taxicabs, trips of dial-a-ride vehicles, etc.

For a journey of length D, the recorded travei distance equals the sum of
D and the accumulated odometer mileage at the moment of dispatch since the
last odometer reading change, the sum truncated to the largest integer not
exceeding the sumo For instance, if the vehicle had traveled 0.9 mile since
the last reading change and then traveled 1.2 miles to the address of the caller
(following dispatch), the recorded mileage would be the largest integer not
exceeding (0.9 + 1.2) = 2.1, which is 2 (miles). If, however, the noninteger
accumulated odometer mileage at the moment of dispatch had been 0.6
rather than 0.9, the recorded mileage would be the largest integer not exceed-
ing (0.6 + 1.2) ~ 1.8, which is 1 mile. In the first case, the odometer's mileage
reading had changed twice; in the second, once. As examples will clearly
demonstrate, the recorded travei distance can either underestimate or over-
estimate the actual travei distance by as much as 1 mile.

e

o 2 3 d

FIGURE 3.12 (D, O) sample space and corresponding values of K.

Solution

of the random variable K. We illustrate the derivation of one of the "450

lines" partitioning the sample space. Suppose that the experimental value for
D lies between 1 and 2 (i.e., 1 < d < 2). Then, for "sufficiently small" (), K
will equal 1; otherwise, K will equal 2. The switch from K = I to K = 2 will
occur at the point at which d + ()= 2. Thus, the switch occurs along the lineRandom Variables

There are two key random variables that give rise to the quantized distance
random variable:

()=2-d

D == actual travei distance

o == accurnulated noninteger odometer mileage at the moment of dis-
patch (a random variable distributed over [O, I])

as shown in Figure 3.12. Above this line d -I- () > 2 and thus Ld -I- ()J = 2 =
K; below this line d -I- () < 2 and Ld + ()J = 1 = K. All the other partition-
ing !ines are found in a similar way.

Joint Probability Distribution

K == recorded mileage for the journey

Without knowing the exact distribution for D, we can make some further
progress in our analysis of the effects of quantization. From physical con-
siderations, the following assumptions seem reasonable:

If we let the quantized distance random variable be
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ID.e(d, O) = ID(d)/e(O) = ID(d)(l)

= ID(d) O s; d < 00, O ~ O ~ 1

turbations to the original problem. We have already seen an illustrative use
of the perturbation method in solving one part of the "pedestrian crossing"
problem in Chapter 2. We treat separately three different (but related) situa-
tions: (1) perturbations to the random variable, (2) perturbations to the pdf,
and (3) geometrical perturbations to the region over which objects are uni-
formly dis}ributed.

3.2.1 Perturbations to a Random Variable

1. The random variables D and 0 are independent.

2. 0 is uniformly distributed over [O, 1]. (Why?)

Thus, we willlimit our knowledge of the joint (D, 8) pdf to say that it takes
the following forrn:

Since entire subregions of the (D, 0) sarnple space give rise to exactly one
value of K, we can deal directly with the prnf for K, not lhe cdf. Given the
assurnptions regardingID.e(d, O) above, if the cdf for D is known, say FD(·),

the probability mass function for K is readily cornputed:

First we discuss a situation in which the mean of a random variable is
obtained in an uncomplicated setting. Then we add one or more complica-
tions that result in the addition of perturbation terms to the original random
variable. The question ofinterest is: How do we find the mean ofthe random
variable with the added perturbation term(s)?

Working in the Joint Sample Space

P[K = k} = S: dO[FD(k + 1 - O) - FD(k - O)] k = 0,1,2, . . . (3.30)
Example 6: Barriers to Travei

(3.31a)

(3.31b)

The rnethod is iIlustrated by an exarnple involving barriers to traveI. Suppose
that we reanalyze the rectangular response district (with a randornly placed
response unit) described in Exercise 3.1. We wish to discover how a barrier
that irnpedes traveI increases the rnean traveI tirne. For convenience, we deal
directly with traveI distance, which is assurned to be right-angle.

Of particular interest in applications, regardless of the functional forrn of
FD(·), one can show that

E[K] = E[D]

Solution
Thus, any statistical procedure using experirnental data to estirnate E[K]
should also yield an (unbiased) estirnate of E[D]. For such a procedure to
rernain unbiased, it is necessary that zero-mileage journeys be recorded and
used in the statistical tabulations.

We again assurne that the incident's position (XI, YI) and response unit's
position (X2, Y2) are uniforrnly independently distributed over lhe district.
(In Exercise 3.1, the incident was a medical ernergency and the response unit
was ao ambulette.) We know now that

Question: Given the foregoing analysis, can one lurnp together recorded rnile-
ages quantized in tenths of rniles with those quantized in rniles ? E[D] = j-CXo + Yo)

Further work: Problern 3.11 [for a proof of (3.31)]; Problern 3.12 (for an appli-
cation of these ideas to tirne rneasurernents).

Assume that we erect a negligibly thick barrier of height y = a at x .= b,
O ~ a ~ Yo, O ~ b ~ Xo (Figure 3.13). The traveI distance for this case can
be written as the sum of the "old" traveI distance and a perturbation distance,

3.2 PERTURBATION METHODS
D' = D + D.

Sometimes the probabilistic behavior of random variables that we analyze is
complicated by elements found in a realistic urban environment. These ele-
ments could be barriers to traveI (e.g., parks, cemeteries, rivers), complica-
tions to traveI (detours, one-way streets), variations in district design due to
irregularities in a city's topology, variations in spatial distribution, and so
on. ln each case it may be possible to solve a simpler problem that ignores
the complication(s) and then sequentially add the complication(s) as per-

where D. is the extra distance traveled due to the barrier. The expected traveI
distance is

E[D'] = E[D] + E[D.l (3.32)

Since E[D] is known, we need only cornpute E[D.]. For this purpose we
write

E[D.] = L E[D.I A,]P(Atl,
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y

Yo 1------------,

o b x

FIG U RE 3.13 Barrier of height a.

where the events AI are mutually exc\usive and collectively exhaustive. ln
particular, consider the events

AI: De> O

A2: De = O

Event A I requires that the response unit and the customer be on opposite
sides of the barrier ;:'

YI < a

Min [XI> X2] :::;;;b

Y2 < a

Max [XI> X2] > b

When coordinate positions are uniformly and independently distributed, we
easily compute

P(Ad = 2(~~)(Xo- b ~).
Xo Yo Xo Yo

(3.33)

Given event A I, the extra distance traveled is twice the y-distance to the
"tip" of the barrier:

) t

where

ZI =a-(Y1IAd

Z2=a-(Y2IAd

Thus, Z 1 and Z2 are uniformly independently distributed on [O, a]. By stan-
dard methods (see "Example I, Revisited," Section 3.1.1) we find that

E[D e I A tl = ta (3.34)

+Points (x = b, y < a) are grouped arbitrarily with ali points to the left of the barrier.
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Thus, using (3.12) and (3.32)-(3.34), wc have the dcsircd rcsult:

E[D'] = t(Xo + Yo) + 3;i~õb(Xo - b)a (3.35)

The second term on the right-hand side is the perturbation termo
ITo gain insight into the magnitude of the perturbation term, suppose that

we have a unit-area square Jistrict with a barrier originating at a boundary
halfway point,

Xo = Yo =

b=±
Then

E[D'] = ~(1 + a;) (3.36)

This function is plotted for O < a < 1 in Figure 3.14. Note that a barrier of
height a = i, say, yields a mean travei distance of 0.708, which is only about
6.3 percent greater than the mean travei distance with no barrier (0.667).

We could use the same method to find the average travei distance for the
case of a barrier extending completely from y = O to Y = Yo with one cross-
ing point at y = a (e.g., a river at x = b with a bridge at y = a). The simplest
way to do this is to add sequentially a second perturbation distance so that

D" = D' + D~

where D~is the extra distance traveled compared to the distance D'.

0.667

E[D] (expectcd travei distance)

Complete barrier with
crossing poin I ai a

1.0Ic----.r'----.,.-------oa

--r--T-
I'a rt ial barrier I

01' height a I
o a

FIGURE 3.14 Expected total travei distance for a square
response area of unit area : two types of barriers.
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Exercise 3.2: River with One Bridge Using symrnetry, show that for this
case (the complete barrier with one crossing point)

This function is also plotted in Figure 3.14.
The variance of D' in our original example is more difficult to obtain due

to "cross terms" between D and D e- Substituting directly into the definition
of variance, we find that

a1 = a1 + a1. + 2(E[DD.] - E[D]E[D.J) (3.38)

The variance of D. is directIy obtainable using the argument above (solving
first for E[D;] by conditioning on the event D. > O). However, the term in
parentheses in general is not equal to zero, because of the dependence between
D and D•. This dependence can be seen intuitively by considering the condi-
tional information D. = 2a: then both customer and server are located on
opposite sides of the barrier at y = O and D is (conditionally) distributed as
(I XI - XlI) IMin [XI> Xl] ::;:;b, Max [XI> Xl] > b) rather than IXI - Xli
+ I YI - Yll (unconditioned). Thus, while derivation of the variance pre-
sents no conceptual problems, we will limit our work with perturbations to a
random variable to obtaining the mean of the new random variable.

We may summarize (and generalize) the approach as follows:

1. Express the random variable of interest W' as the sum of an easy-to-
analyze (sim pie) random variable W and one or more perturbation
random variables W~, W~, .... (The perturbation random variables
will usually have a positive probability of assuming the value zero.)

2. Compute the mean of W' by summing the mean of the simpie random
variable and the conditional means of each perturbation random
variable, given that it is positive, muItiplied by the probability that it
is positive:

E[W'] = E[W] + E[W~I W~ > O]P(W~ > O)

+ E[W~I W~ > OlP[W~ > O) + ...
Further work: Problems 3.13-3.16.

3.2.2 Perturbations to a PDF

Sornetimes use of perturbation ideas may help us to approximate a com-
plicated pdf in terms of simpler quantities. Suppose that Jx'(x) is the pdf of
interest. Write

JAx) = JxCx) - g(x) + h(x)

) )

(3.39)

)

,
t

I
I,
I
I

I
I
I
I'
I

)

I
I
!
)
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where
o < g(x) <JxCx) h(x) > O

PA =r~g(x) dx = f:~h(x) dx (3.40)

Here JxCx) is the "sirnpler" pdf; h(x) is an added and g(x) a subtracted per-
turbation termo ,The perturbation functions, when normalized by PA, may
themselves be considered to be conditinnal pdf's. X6 is the random variable
having pdf g(x)/P A and Xh is the random variable having pdf h(x)/P A'

Then, the expected value for the random variable of interest is

(3.41 )

The second moment is

yielding a variance

ai, = ai - PA(E[X;] - E[Xm + 2PAE[X](E[X6] - E[XhD
- P,i(E[X6] - E[Xh])l (3.42)

Example 7: Triangle Perturbatlons

Consider the example illustrated in Figure 3.15. The "cornplicated" pdf
IX'(x) may be approximated as the sum of a uniform pdf and a triangular
function h(x), with the triangular function g(x) subtracted from the sumo
From previous work we know the following:

1
E[X] ="2 z 1ax = 12

alal -x. - 18 al ( .a)lE[Xil= 18 + 1-3
al

E[X~] = 6"a2a2 -x, - 18

By integration, P A ~ a/2. Thus, the mean and variance of the random vari-
able of interest are

,Ia ( a a ) 1 a (3 - 2a)E[X] = "2 - "2 1- 3 - 3 ="2 - "2 -3-

= ~[1 - ~ a(3 - 2a)]

1 a [a2 ( a)2 a2] a 1 (ai, = 12 -"2 18+ I - T - 6" + 2"2"2 1

_a42(1_~ - ~r
- ~ - ~)

Do these resuIts make sense for the case a = !?

) ) ) ) ))J
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fx' (x)

2

a 1 - a x

Fx(x)

x

g(x)

I - a x

h(x)

a

FIGURE 3.15 Example 01 perturbations to a pdl.

x

3.2.3 Perturbations to a Sample Space

As a last example of the use of perturbation ideas, consider a sample
space S associated with the location (X, Y) of an object. We will assume that
the object is uniformly distributed over S. Suppose that we perturb the sample
space by the addition and subtraction of a term,

S' = S - S~ + S~ (3.43)

For our development here, S ~ and S~ must have equal area. However, the
ideas can be extended to more general situations.

Sec.3.2 Perturbetion Methods

Now if we are interested in means and variances of some function of
(X, Y), say g(X, Y), we can apply reasoning analogous to that used in thc
previous two sections. We assume now that the object is distributed uniformly
over S'.

Exercise 3.3 Defining Pd appropriately, show that

Es,[g(X, Y)] = Es[g(X, Y)] - Pd!Es),,[g(X, Y)] - Esi[g(X, Y)]) (3.44a)

ES,[g2(X, Y)] = ES[g2(X, Y)] - Pd(Esl[g2(X, Y)]- Esi[g2(X, Y)]) (3.44b)

where ESa[g(·, .)] indieates that the expectation is taken over sample space Sa.

Example 8: Single Facility Location

Consider the peculiarly shaped region in Figure 3.16, Assume that a facility is
to be placed somewhere within the region, say at point (xo, Yo). Demands for
service are distributed independently and uniformly throughout the region.
Then, either a server ("response unit") travels from (xo, Yo) to the location of
the service demand, at point (X, Y), or the person at (X, Y) travels to the
facility at (xo, Yo). In either case, the traveI distance for a service request is

g(X, Y) = I X - Xo I + I Y - Yo I

I

Hr------------- ~!I T .
" Facility I +

ti ~~_--..-..J 1 Dírections
off--~-1.....·-------2------·1 travei

x

Subtract this
region s~from

rectangle

!T TAdd this region S~
to rectangle

• (x, Y) I

Origin of L
coordina te systern

~-~ x
~j-"'·+I"·------2-----•..·1 s = rectangular region

FIGURE 3.16 Facility location: example 01 perturbation to a sample space.
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We wish to locate the facility in order to minimize the expected traveI dis-
tance E[g(X, Y)].

Solution

The peculiar region can be thought of approximately as a rectangular region S
plus the triangular region Si minus the square region Si (see Figure 3.16).
By methods discussed previously,

Es[g(X, Y)] = E[I X - Xo Il + E[ IY - Yo Il
= P(X ~ xoJtxo + P[X > xoJi(2 - xo)

+ P[ Y ~ YoJtyo + P[ Y > YoJi(1 - Yo)

_ xõ + (2 - XO)2 + YÕ + (1 - Yo)2
- 4 422

(3.45)

By calculating areas and recognizing that the area of the rectangle is 2,

To calculate the two perturbation terms, let us assume (for the moment) that
Xo ~ t and i ~ Yo ~~; we can check our final result with these inequalities.
Then, by integration or by inspection,"

Esl[g(X, Y)] = (xo - .1;) + (1 - Yo - i)
Esl[g(X, Y)] = (Xo + t·j) + (Yo - i·i)

Combining these results in (3.44a), we have

E [IX I + I Y I] - xõ + (2 - XO)2 + YÕ + (1 - YO)2
S' - Xo - Yo -"4 4 2 2

(3.46)

Taking the derivative with respect to Xo and setting it equal to zero, we find
that the optimal x-Iocation is xt = 1, which is identical to that of the rectan-
gle alone. Does this make intuitive sense ? Taking the derivative with respect
to Yo and setting it equal to zero, the optimal y-Iocation is yt = ~,a shift
downward of about 11 percent compared to yt = t for the rectangle. Does
this make intuitive sense?

Summarizing, the location for the facility that minimizes mean traveI dis-
tance to and/or from it is (xt = 1, yt = ~).(Note that this answer satisfies
our earlier inequalities since xt ~ t and t :::;;yt :::;;l)

5See Seco3.4.1. for an "inspection method" for obtaining results such as these.

The term geometrical probability has been applied to an amazing assortmcnt
of problems that dcal with distributions of objects in space, the space usual1y
being one-, two-, or three-dimensional. The objects are usually points or
straight lines, but could bc more complicated figures. Many of the key results
of geometrical probability were developed in the late 1800s, for use in applica-
tions far removed from urban systems. Through 1970 or so, ideas of geomet-
rical probabllity had been useful in astronomy, virology, biology, forestry,
atomic physics, search theory, crysiallography, and sampling theory.

In urban applications, geometrical probability concepts help us to analyze
interrelationships among objects distributed probabilistically throughout an
urban environment. They may be people requiring some kind of on-scene
service (e.g., pickup by a taxicab, on-scene medical assistance, a visit by a
social worker); resources of an urban service system (e.g., buses, police cars,
mail carriers); vehicles in an urban traffic pattcrn; places of residence, perhaps
categorized by demographic variables (e.g., age, income, education, race);
economic goods; and so on. Many of the probabilistic problems that we
might confront in an urban spatial setting can be analyzed using the concepts
of derived distributions deve!oped in Section 3.1. However, there are severa!
important resu!ts in geometrica! probability that we will find useful to con-
sider separately. Some of the introductory concepts are considered in this
section in the context of examples; Sections 3.4-3.6 and 3.8 develop the more
general results.

3.3.1 Buffon's Needle Experiment

A famous "needle-throwing" experiment first proposed by Buffon in 1777
provides a good example of probabilistic modeling from a geornetrical point
of view [BUFF 77]. Suppose we have a large ftat surface that has bccn ruled
with a seriesof equidistant parallel lines separated by a distance d. (For
instance, one might imagine this to be the alternating red and white striped
field of the American ftag.) An experimenter throws a needle of length I < d
"at randorn" onto the surface and we wish to compute the probability that
the needle intersects one of the parallellines (e.g., lies on both red and white
stripes of the flag). We suppose that the surface is large enough so that the
needle always lands on it and that boundary effects are negligible.

To model this experiment, just as with other probabilistic experiments,
there are four things we must do:

STEP 1: Define the random variables of interest.

STEP 2: Identify the joint sample space.

109
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STEP 3: Determine the joint probability distribution over the sample
space.

STEP 4: Work within the sample space to determine the answers to any
questions about the experirnent.

1. Random variables. Any experimental outcome is fully described by
the position of the needle on the surface. A convenient depiction of
this position is given by two random variables (see Figure 3.17):

Y = distance from the center of the needle to the elosest of
the equidistant parallel lines

<1>= angle of the needle, measured with respect to the
parallellines

FIGURE 3.17 Oepiction 01 Buffon's
needle experimento

With the position random variables defined in this way, we elearly
have O < Y < dj2 and O < <1>< n. This choice of random variables
is motivated in part by symmetries that can be exploited and in part
by the sim pie probability laws that govern their behavior. Other sets
of random variables could be selected, some that would lead to
tractable analyses and some that would not. For instance, we could
define Y to be the distance from the center of the needle to the next
"southern" parallel line (assuming that the lines run east-west). In
this case O < Y < d, and the analysis follows very elosely the
analysis given below. However, we could also define the position of
the needle by the (x, y) coordinates of its two end points; this would
lead to an unnecessar ily complicated analysis. In analyzing an
experiment, the efficient selection of a reasonable set of random
variables often comes only with modeling experience.

2. Joint sample space. For the position random variables we have
selccted, the joint (Y, <1»sample space corresponds to the rectangle
O < Y < dj2, O :s;; cp < ti (Figure 3.18).

3. Joint probability distribution. To determine the joint probability
density functionfY.<t>(Y, cp) we must interpret the words "at random,"
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y

dr- ~
2

o 11 cp
FIG URE 3.18 Sample space for Buflon's experiment.

describing the throwing mechanism. This is often not an easy thing
to do, as the example in the next section will illustrate. In the absence
of other information, it is plausible to assume here that the angular
position of the needle is uniformly distributed between O and n, and
thus the marginal pdf for the angle is

Similarly, it is reasonable to assume that the location of the center of
the needle is uniformly distributed, implying that

To obtain the joint pdf, fy,<J>(·' .), it would be "nice" if <1>and Y
were independent, for then the joint pdf would simply be the product
ofthe two marginais. Tndeed, in this case, there is no reason to assume
that knowing the needle's angle would affect one's knowledge about
its center position or conversely, and thus the índependence assump-
tion can be invoked. Thus,

(3.47)

4. Working in the joint sample space. We are asked for the probability
that the needle intersects one of the parallel tines. To answer this
question, ali we need do ís identify the set of points in the joint
(Y, <1»sample space that corresponds to "intersection of a parallcl
line" and integrate the joint pdf over that set of points to obtain the
desíred probabílity. To do thís, we must define "intersection of a
parallelline" in terms of the random variables in the sample space.
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By examining Figure 3.17, it is c1ear that intersection wi\l occur if
"y is sufficiently small for a given angle 4>." Assuming the situation
shown in Figure 3.17, the coordinate of the lower end of the needle
is y - (1/2) sin tP. If this coordinate is negative, intersection will

. occur. Thus, intersection occurs for ali points in the (Y, <1» sample
space satisfying the inequality y < (1/2) sin tP. lntegrating over this
set (see Figure 3.19), we obtain the desired probability:

Jft f{//2) ,10 {> 2 / {ft 2/
P = o dtP o dy nd = nd Jo dtP sin tP = nd (3.48)

y
dr- ~
2

Q
2

o "Ir <I>

2 Set of points.corresponding
to] intersection

FIGURE 3.19 Buffon's experiment: working in the sample space.

A somewhat remarkable property of this result is that it contains
a fundamental constant of nature, n. If one threw needles many
times (and independently) at a lined surface, one could estimate n.

Exercise 3.4: Buffon's Needle, Another Way Redo this analysis assuming
that the random variable Y is the distance from the center of the needle to the
next "southern" parallelline (so that O::;: Y::;: d).

Exercise 3.5: Buffon's Longer Needle Solve the Buffon needle problem for
the case in which the needle is unrestricted in length. (This requires an analysis
of the case I > d.)

3.3.2 Bertrand's Paradox

The correct solution to a geometrical probability problem often hinges on
proper interpretation ofthe word "random." In Buffon's needle problem this
was relatively straightforward; in other settings it is often not so easy.

.\

I
I
I
I
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J. Bertrand (I907) offers a good iIlustration of the potential pitfalls, plus
allowing us to demonstrate our proficiency in deriving distributions of func-
tions of random variables [BERT 07]. The problem is as follows:

Determine the probability that a "random chord" of a circle of unit
radius has a length greater than ft, the side of an inscribed equilateral
triangle (Figure 3.20).

"Random" chord

FIGURE 3.20 Equilateral triangle inscribed within a
clrcle of unit radius.

ln urban applications, the "chord" may be a street, highway, pipeline, river,
railroad, communication link, and so on. The circle may be the locus of
points for which a helicopter may travei to in t minutes, or it may be the area
of high pollution from a proposed plant, and so on. The threshold criterion
that the chord exceed ft in length could refer to adequate coverage of a
highway by a helicopter, the extent of a pollution effect from an industrial
plant, and so on.

There are three plausible solutions to this problem.

Solution 1: Chord's end points are random. Any chord is uniquely deter-
mined by its end points intersecting the circle. These we may assume are
uniformly independently distributed over the circumference of the circle.
Without loss of generality, we may position ourselves at one of them and
examine the relative location ofthe other. Imagining a vertex of an equilateral
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inscribed triangle at the conditioning point, the second point must fali on the
one-third of the circumference linking the other two vertices. Thus, the
probability is t.
So/ution 2: Distance from the center is random. The length of any chord
depends on its distance from the center of the circle and not on its direction.
We may therefore assume that it has a fixed direction perpendicular to a
given diameter of the circle and that its point of intersection with this diame-
ter has a uniform distribution. For the chord to have a length greater than
,.JT the distance of the point of intersection from the center of the circle
must be less than -!-' so that the probability is 1-
Solution 3: Point of intersection with a perpendicular is random over the circle.
Any chord is uniquely defined by the location of the intersection of a perpen-
dicular line extending from it to the circle center. We may suppose that the
location of this intersection is uniformly distributed over the entire circle.
Thus, the probability that this intersection is within a distance r of the center
is nr2fn(l)2 = r2• For the chord to have length greater than ,.JT the inter-
section point must lie within a circle of radius r = -1 and thus the probability
is t.

AI! three solutions are "correct," but each refers to a different experiment.
RecaI! that an experiment is characterized by a sample space and its accom-
panying probability assignment. The outcome of each experiment can be
described as a value for e, the angle of the chord with respect to some fixed
coordinate system (O < e < 2n), and R, the distance from the circle center
to the chord (O < R < 1). Thus, the joint sample space, shown in Figure
3.21, corresponds to alI points in the "rectangle" [O< O < Tn, O< r < 1].

!
2

Event that chord
length excecds,j3

r (distance of chord
from circle cen ter)

o 211 e
(Angle of chord with
respect to some fixcd
coordinate system )

FIGU RE 3.21 Joint sample space for each of the three experiments of
Bertrand's paradoxo
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Since the sample spaces (finest-grained list of outcomes) for ali three expcri-
ments are identical, the probability assignments must differ due to different
interpretations of the word "random."

Let us reanalyze the three experiments to derive the accompanying prob-
ability assignment of each. We seek to find the joint probability density
function for e and R, f0,R(O, r). For each of the three experiments we can
argue tfiat symmetry demands that e be uniformly distributed between O
and 2n. Moreover, knowing th~ value of e tells us nothing about the valuc
of R. Thus, e and R must be independent. The joint density function can
then be expressed as a function of the individual marginal pdf's,

f0.iO, r) = f0(O)fir)

1= 2nfir) O < O < 2n (3.49)

Our task is thus reduced to finding the marginal pdf for R.

Solution 1: Chord's end points are random. Without loss of generality we
can condition our analysis on a particular point of intersection for one end
of the chord, letting the other end be randomly located (Figure 3.22). The
relative angle between the two intersection points, measured from the circle
center, is <D= 2 cos-I R. By the problem statement, <Dis uniformly dis-

Other end of
chord intersects
at a random
location

-E:====~===:~j~One cnd of chord
conditioned to
intersect here

FIGURE 3.22 Diagram for Solution 1 of Bertrand's paradoxo
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tributed between O and Zn, Again by symmetry, we can without loss of
generality condition <I>to be in the interval [O, n]. We now proceed in the
usual stepwise (never-fail) fashion to find the pdffor R by first finding its cdf:

rs» - P{R < r} = p{cos (~) < r}

= p{~ ~ cos " r}
Why was the direction of the inequality changed in the last step? Since <I>is
uniformly distributed between ° and n,

otherwise

Thus,

F R(r) = I - P{ <I>< 2 cos - Ir} = I - 2 cos - I r
n (3.50)

Finally, taking the derivative with respect to r, we obtain the pdf,

(3.51)

The joint pdf that assigns probabilities to events in the sample space of
this experiment is thus

1
fe,R«()' r) = 2,,/1 ln -r (3.52)

The probability that a "random" chord exceeds "Jj in length is equal to
the integral of fe,i(), r) in the joint e, R sample space corresponding to
R < 1/2 (Figure 3.21). Because of the angular symmetry of the problem, we
see that this probability is simply equal to the cdf of R evaluated at R = 1/2,

(3.53)

as argued intuitively earlier.

Solution 2: Distance from the center is random,
In this case, by the problem statement, R is uniformly distributed be-

tween O and 1. Thus,

fir) = I
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and

I
fe.i(), r) = 2n O < r < 1, O < ()< 2n (3.54)

By inspection the probability that a "random" chord exceeds "Jj in length
is equal to 1/2.

I

Solution 3: Point of intersection With a perpendicular is random over the circle,
In this situation the "floating end" of the perpendicular whose length is

R is uniformly distributed over the circle. Thus,

F (r) = P{R < r} = area of circle of r.adius r = nr2 = r2 (3.55)
R - total area of circle n

Therefore,

The joint pdf over the e, R sample space is

fe.i(), r) = ~ O :::;;: r :::;;:J, O:::;;: () :::;;: 2n (3.56)

The probability that a "random" chord exceeds "Jj in length is

Thus, we see that each solution was "correct," given its underlying prob-
ability assignment over the sample space. Geometrical problems that arise
in an urban setting can have equally confounding alternative interpretations;
thus, the urban analyst must take care to Iist his or her assumptions explicitly
and to question problem statements employing the word "randorn."

3.3.3 Cauchy Distribution

As illustrated above, many geometrically oriented problems require
deriving the distribution of a function of one or more random variables.
Often the original random variable(s) is (are) uniformly, independently dis-
tributed over some range ofvalues, perhaps depicting position or angle of an
object. One simple example gives rise to an unusual probability law, the
Cauchy distribution.

Suppose that Buffon's needle were, in fact, a narrow-beam flashlight
rather than a needle. The flashlight is spun around its center, located unit
distance from the x-axis (Figure 3.23). After the flashlight has stopped spin-
ning, we are interested in the point X on the x-axis at which the flashlight is
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=

pointing. Jf it is not pointing toward the x-axis, we repeat the spinning trial
as many times as necessary until it does. This situation might, in fact, cor-
respond to a method for choosing (I) a point for random inspection along a
pipeline, (2) a volunteer standing in a line of personnel at "rollcall," or (3) a
"winner" in a "straight" version of spin-the-bottIe.

As shown in Figure 3.23 the point Xis determined by the angle 0 of the
f1ashlight, -n/2 < 0 < n/2, since X = tan 0. From the physical situation
we may assume that 0 is uniformly distributed over [-n/2, n/2]. We proceed
with the never-fail method to derive the probability law of X,

FAx) = P{X < x} = P{tan 0 < x}

= P{0 < tan " x}

Point the f1ashlightl illuminating

o x X axis

FIGURE 3.23 Spinning the flashlight.

Since 0 is uniformly distributed over [-n/2, n/2],

-~<()<~2 - - 2

otherwise

and

FAx) = P{0 < tan-I x} = -21 + ~ tan-I x- n
The pdf is

d I I
fAx) = dxFAx) = n 1 + x2

-00 < x < +00 (3.57)

This is the Cauchy probability density function. It possesses the interesting

property that its variance is infinite (since the integral S: [x2/(I + x2)] dx

tends to L as L becomes large). In fact, to be mathematically precise, the
mean of the Cauchy density function is also undefined since the integral5: [x/(l + x2)] dx tends to tn L as L becomes large. Thus, a perfectly valid

random variable need not possess well-defined or finite means and variances.
Problem 3.17 asks you to explore certain additional properties of the

Cauchy distribution.

3.4 ASSUMPTION OF UNIFORMITY

Much of geometrical probability deals with points distributed uniformly and
independently over some region R. At first the uniformity assumption may
appear quite restrictive, and although this is true to some extent, it is not as
restrictive as one may think. The spatial uniformity assumption plays a role
analogous to the assumption ofnegative exponential service times in queueing
systems (Chap. 4): I

I. It provides for a tractable model.

2. It yields a good "first cut" at the interrelationships among rnodcl
parameters.

3. It provides a reasonable approximation for some situations in which
the assumption does not hold exactly.

4. For situations that are not adequately approximated directly, it pro-
vides a "building block" upon which to structure a system whose
performance adequately ref1ects the true complexities encountered.

3.4.1 A Geometrical Probability Interpretation
of PDF's

Somewhat surprisingly, the assumption of spatially uniform and inde-
pendent points appears in virtually every probability dcnsuy Iunction that we
confront. We can understand this by considering an arbitrary random vari-
able X with pdf fAx) , -00 < x < +00 (Figure 3.24a). Instead of viewing
the "area under the curve" fAx) as representing probability, we can view
that region as ajoint sample space for random variables (X, Y) that are uni-
formly distributed over the sarnple space (Figure 3.24b). Random variable X,
as before, assumes experimental values -00 < x < +00, and for random
variable Y we have O <y< +00. Since the area under the curve fxCx) is I,
the joint pdf fx.y(x, y) has height equal to I over the sample space. Given
any particular vaJue of X, say X = x, we have O < {Y\ X = x} <fAx); in
this case {Y\ X = x} is uniformly distributed over [O,/xCx)]. This must be an
acceptable interpretation since, as before,

P{x < X <x + c/x} = d.c r~fx.Y(x, y) dy

S
!X(X)

= dx o l·dy

= fy(x) dx

Now successive independent experiments that yield values for the randorn
variable X can be viewed as successive independent experirnents in which
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fx(x-)

o a x

(a)

y

o xx a
(b)

FIGURE 3.24 Viewing region under a pdf as a sam-
pie space: (a) pdf for a random variable X; (b) region
under fx(x) viewed as a joint (X. Y) sample space.

(X, Y) are uniformly distributed over this (X, Y) sample space, and in which
we are only interested in the experimental value of X. This "geometrical
probability" interpretation for fAx) will be of value in our work.

Suppose thatfX<x) is strictly monotonically decreasing with x. Then there
exists an inverse function gy(y) = fXl(y) which can be viewed as the pdf for
the random variable Y. The monotonicity assumption is true for the example
of Figure 3.24, and a simple logarithmic transforrnation shows that

(3.58)

otherwise

for K = M(l - e-la). This function, which is simply fAx) "flipped on its side
and turned around" is shown in Figure 3.25. [Note that no scaling is required
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a

gy(y) = fil (y)

o t t
k

k=_À __
I - e-h.

y

FIGURE 3.25 Marginal pdf lor Y obtained Irom
example 01 Figure 3.24.

since, as mentioned before, the "area of the sample space" in this case must

be one because r~fx(x) dx = 1.]

The same reasoning can be applied in reverse. That is, we rnay, in fact,
have a spatial situation involving uniformly independently distributed points
over some region and we may require the probability laws of the random
variables X and Y. Since few geographical regions have area specified to
equal unity, care must be taken to scale appropriately the marginal pdf's for
X and Y so that they integrate to I.

Example 9: Triangular Servlce Area

Suppose that we have a triangular service region of area t ab serviced by a
single facility at the southwest comer of the region (Figure 3.26). Suppose
that demands for service are distributed uniformly throughout the region, and
either the facility dispatches someone to the demand site or the needer of
service travels to the facility. If the needer of service is located at (X, Y),
where (X, Y) is uniformly distributed over the region, then the travei distance
is X+ Y= D.

Utilizing the "geornetrical probability" interpretation for pdf's, by inspec-
tion we obtain the marginal pdf's for X and Y, both triangular, as shown in
Figure 3.26. From earlier work the mean traveI distance is found to be

E[D] = E[X + Y] = E[X] + E[Y] = ~(a+ b) (3.59)
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o a x
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FIGURE 3.26 Triangular service region example.

Question: For this example, is it true that

Why or why not?

Further work: See Section 3.7.3 and Problems 3.30 and 3.31.

3.5 CROFTON'S METHOD FOR COMPUTING
MEAN VALUES

Morgan Crofton in the 1880s discovered a method for computing the mean
values of certain random variables that arise in a spatial setting. Although
theoretically these mean values could be computed using standard methods,

I
I
I
I·

-------..
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occasionaIly Crofton's method is computationally much easier. And it is an
excellent illustration of one of many special techniques devised solely for
geometrical situations.

The method applies to situations in which N points are distributed inde-
pendently and uniformly in some region R of n-dimensional space. In our
work, we assume that n = 1 or 2. Suppose there is some random variable X
that ls defined in terms of the N points and that its value depends only on the
relative positions of the poi.its, thus being invariant under translations and
rotations within R. For instance, the random variable may be equal to I if no
two of the points are more than a specified distance apart and zero other-
wise.

Here, in our standard terminology, X is a function of N random variables
(each corresponding to a location) and Crofton's method focuses on expected
values of X (and functions of X) by working directly with the N points, with-
out first deriving the probability law of X. As we will see, however, a clever
application of Crofton's mean value method will allow derivation of the
complete probability law for X.

We illustrate Crofton's method by example.

3.5.1 Response Distance of an Ambulette,
Revisited

As in Example 1 of Section 3.1, suppose that Xl and X2 are independent
and uniformly distributed over the interval [O, a]. We want the mean traveI
distance, which we calI

Clear\y, this expected value can be obtained easily by our earlier (direct)
methods, but this simple example will illustrate the basic idea of Crofton's
method.

We add to the interval [O, a] an increment oflength õa, as shown in Figure
3.27. We now consider the problem in which Xl and X2 are independent and
distributed in the same way as before, but over the larger interval [O, a +
õa]. Let the mean of I Xl - X21 over [O, a + õa] be J1. + ÕJ1.. Consider the

4 õa 1--
I I I

O a a + õa
FIGURE 3.27 Augmenting the interval [O.a] by an infinitesimal
amount.
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foIlowing four mutually excIusive events: which yields the differential equation

df.l 2---\--f.l= I
da a

(3.63)

4

f.l -\- Ôf.l = I: E[(\XI - X2DIE/]P(EJ
/~l

As with most differential equations, this one has a hornogencous anJ a par-
ticular Jolution. The homogeneous solution is f.l 0.0=- K,.!a2, for some constunt
K". Herc K" must be set equal to zero, since otherwr-.c /1 bccornes infinitely
large as a approaches zero, a result obviously not physically possible (since
f1.< a). Motivated by physical considerutions (and the result of scaling
random variables=-Section 3.1), we propose as a particular soluticn f.l =
Kpa. Substituting in (3.63), we find K, =, '1, thus COI roborating our car licr
result of Example I. .

Examining the derivation, we could retain /11 symbolically in the diffcr-
ential equation implied by (3.62), yiclding"

Now, /1 + Ô/1 can be written as the weighted sum of four conditional
expected values, the weights being the appropriate probabilities:

(3.60)

Substituting, we have d/1 -\- ?:}': = ~f.ll
da a a

(:\.64)

f1. -I- Ôf1.= f1.(a ;2ôa)2 -I 2f1.1(a ~/~a)2 + [terms of order (ôa)2 or higher]

(3.61 )

f1.1 = E[(I XI - X2 j) 1 exactly one of the points is in [a, a + ôa))

Note that this differential equation has been derived considering only thc
geometry of the region R and the uniforrn probability laws 01' XI and X2: in
particular, the specific form of the function whose cxpccted valuc is /11 hus
not been considered in the derivation.

For example, if we identify u with the second mornent, that is, li =--'

E[\ Xl - X212], then clearly

where

The key to Crofton's method is that it isolates one of the points in the
infinitesirnal inierval, thereby yielding a quantity f1.j, which is the mean value
of the randorn variable, given that one of the points is located in the infini-
tesimal interval. This quantity is usually easier to compute than f1. (since one
of the points is "pinned down").

In this problem it is obvious that

I r" 2
f1.1 = a Jo X 2 Jx = a3

Substituting in (3.64), we obtain

(a + Ôa)
/11 = --2--

du 2/1 2-- -j-- --.- =-Q
da a 3

(3.65)

Simplifying (3.61), retaining terms only to first order in ôa, we have
Again discarding the homogeneous solution, we conjecture a particular solu-
tion of the forrn f1. = Kpa2• Substituting, we íind that K, = t; thus,

(3.62)

Suhstituting 111 = aj2 -\- ôaj2 and discarding the infinitesimal terrns,

a - 2flJ/1 = ---- Ôa
a

6Technically, givcn the definition of jll in (3.61), jll 011 lhe right hand sidc of 0.64)
should bc replaced with lirn !lI. For simplicity of notation, wc havc choscn to ignore

õa- •.O

the infinitesimal term involved since it plays no role in the resulting differcntial
equation.
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Combining our two results, we find for the varianee But this is equivalent to

In general, Crofton's method ean be used to find any of the moments of the
random variable of interest.

In many eases we ean extend these ideas to find the probability distribu-
tion of the random variable. We do this by invoking a se! indicator random
variable. A random variable XA is said to be an indieator random variable for
the set A if

whieh is a form that ean be integrated, yielding

a2J1. -r 2va + eonstant

where by "constant" we mean some term that is not a funetion of a. Substitut-
ing the edf for J1.,

if an experimental outeome E A

otherwise
(3.66)

F ( . ) _ 2v + eonstant
D v, a - ti a?

The utility of the set-indicator random variable derives from its simplieity
(only two possible values) and the faet that

Now sinee FD(a; a) must equalJ, the eonstant is -v2• Thus,

2av - VZ
FD(v; a) = 2a

(3.67)

E[XA]=O·(I -P{A}) + J'P{A}=P{A} The pdf is

In other words, the expeeted value of the set-indieator random variable is
equal to the probability that an outeome of the eorresponding experiment is
contained in the set indicated.

In our continuing example, suppose that we define the set-indicator
random variable as follows:

I' (v' a) -!!..-F (v' a) _ 2[1 - (v/a)]
JD, - dv D, - a (3.68)

which confirms earlier results (Example I).
Crofton's method can be generalized to situations in whieh there are N

points distributed independent1y and uniformly over R.

y= {~
IXI - Xzl < v
otherwise

Exercise 3.6: Crofton's Method Applicd to N Points Suppose that N points
are distributed uniformly and independently over [O, a]. Let J1.be the expeeted
value of some function of the relative positions of lhe points. Let J1.1 be the
expected value of the same function, conditioned on the evcnt that exactly one
of lhe points is "pinned down" in the infinitesimal interval [a, a -I- 15(1]. Show
that

Now the expected value of Y will equal the probability that IXI - Xzl = D
is less than or equal to v; thus, in this case,

E[Y] = J1.= FD(v; a)
(3.69)

This is the essential relationship one requires to apply Crofton's ideas to
deriving probability laws of funetions of random variables (very speeial
random variables, to be sure). Henee, solving Crofton's problem in this
instanee provides us with the edf for the random variable I XI - X21 = D.
Here

3.5.2 Summary of Method

We now sumrnar ize Crofton's method for eomputing rnean values as
follows:

There are N points independently and uniformly distributed over some
region R. One wants to ealeulate the mean value of some funetion that
depends on the relative position of the points. Expand the spaee by a
small inerement ô.R, while preserving the same geometric shape of the

Substituting in (3.64), we have
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region. Now distribute the point positions uniformly and independently
over the expanded region R + AR. One can then relate the desired mean
value to the mean of the same function, conditioned on the event that one
of the points lies within the small increment. This conditional mean value
is usually easier to calculate than is the desired mean value. The expansion
process yields a (usually) simple first-order ditferential equation whose
solution is the desired mean value. It is important to note that the form
of the ditferential equation depends only on R, N, and the uniform
probability laws of the point positions; the solution depends on the
specific form of the function whose mean value is desired.

.: ~"'\;""'\ .
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FIGURE 3.28 lIIus!(ative set of points in [0,11 which are
covered.

Problems 3.18-3.21 ask you to apply Crofton's method in certain urban
applications.

For example, suppose that we have N ambulettes distributed indepen-
dently and uniformly over the interval [-ta, 1 + ta], the extensions beyond
[0, 1] being added to avoid boundary problems. Emergency incidents are
distributed uniformly on [0, 1] and are independent of ambulette positions.
We want to know the expected amount of the interval [0, '1]which is "covered"
by ambulettes, where a point is said to be covered if at Ieast one ambulette is
within a distance aJ2 of the point.3.6 COVERAGE

In deployment applications one may be less interested in the expected value
of some quantity, say travei time, than in the fraction of the city which
receives "adequate coverage" by the service. Coverage is usually defined in
terms of an inequality, such as travei time being less than or equal to 4.0
minutes. (For instance, The Emergency Medical Services Act of 1973 stipu-
lates that 95 percent of ambulance responses should occur in less than 30
minutes.")

In geometrical probability, coverage problems are defined in terms of
calculating the probabilities that certain fixed geometrical figures or sets in
the plane are covered by other figures whose position is in some way random.
Several of these ideas extend directly to urban service systems, as illustrated
byexample.

Solution

1. The probability that any point x on [0, 1] is covered by a particular
ambulette is, by the uniformity assumption,

a
PI(X) = 1 + a == PI

2. The probability that any point x on [0, 1] is covered by at least one
ambulette is

PN(X) = 1 - P(x not covered by any ambulette}

= 1 - (1 - PI)N == PN

3. .Define a set-indicator random variable:
Example 10: Coverage by Randomly Posltioned Ambulettes

First let us define coverage over a convenient interval, say [0, 1]. Let
S(X) == {~ if x is covered

otherwise

x == sei of points in [0, 1] which are covered

jI.(X) == "length" of the set X

Now divide [0,1] into I intervals, where interval íhas length Ax = l/I.
Then,

I

jI.(X) '::::::L; S(i Ax) Ax
lal

'For instance, if the covered points are as in Figure 3.28, then Taking expected values,

I
E[jI.(X)] ':::::E[:L; S(i Ax) Ax]

I~I
The points in X are usually determined according to some probabilistic proc-
ess, and we wish to compute the expected value of jI.(X), E[jI.(X)).

J

= :L; E[S(i Ax)] Ax
l-I

I

= :L; [0.(1 - PN) + I'PN] Ax
121

"Federal law PL 93-154. AIso see T. R. Willernain and R. C. Larson, eds., Emergency
Medica/ Systems Analysis, Lexington Books, Lexington, Mass., 1977, especially pp.
xxi-xxviii and 1-7.

=PN'!
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Hence,

E[,u(X)] = 1 - (1 __ a_)N
1 + a (3.70)

The approximate summation above becomes an integral when 1---> 00,

Ax ---> O. Note that the solution behaves as we expect, namely diminishing
marginal returns (in terms of extra expected area covered) with each addi-
tional ambulette.

Generalizing the foregoing argument, if p(x) is the probability that point
x is covered,

E[,u(X)] = L~p(x) dx (3.71)

The generalization of this result from one dimension to n is known as "Rob-
bins's theorem on random sets" (1944,1945), and is discussed in Kendall and
Moran [KEND 63, pp. 109-110].

We can extend (3.71) to obtain higher moments of ,u(X). Suppose
p(x l' •.. , xm) is the probability that XI' .•• ,xm ali belong to the covered
set X. Then

(3.72)

ln practice, this formula is usually difficult to evaluate, even for second
moments (m = 2). Thus, in our examples and assigned problems, we shalI
not concern ourselves with the higher moments.

Exercise 3.7: Including Boundary Effects Suppose in Example 10 that the
ambulettes (as well as incidents) are distributed uniformly and independent1y
over [O, 1]. Show that

E[,u(X)] = (1 - a)[1 - (1 - a)N] + 2 f/2 [1 - (1 - ~ {I + 2:}fJdx

Question: How would you extend these coverage ideas to cases in which
N is a random variable? [This type of situation is likely to arise, for in-
stance, in spatially distributed queueing systems (Chapter 5), in which a
random number of units can be busy at any given time.]

Exercise 3.8: N as a Random Variable Suppose that N is a geometrically
distributed randorn variable with mean E[N] = l/q (O < q < 1). For the
original version of the one-dimensional coverage problem (i.e., no boundary
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effects), show that

E[,u(X)] = _a_
a+q (3.73)

Does this result make sense for limiting values of a and q?

Further work: Problem 3.23.

Example 11: Coverage by Fixed-Position Ambulettes

Ideas of coverage can also be applied to cases in which the response units
(points on a line ar on a grid) are fixed rather than randorn. As an example,
imagine that ambulettes are prepositioned a unit distance apart at x = O, ± 1,
±2, .... Suppose that an emergency incident occurs and has random posi-
tion. We wish to know the expected number of ambulettes within a distance
t/2 ofthe incident (t > O). This might be of interest for multiperson accidents
requiring dispatch of two ar more ambulettes.

Solution

To solve this problem, instead of taking a random interval and a fixed-integer
lattice, we can take a fixed interval and a lattice in random position (reflecting
the point of view of the individuaIs at the incident's location). Let the fixed
interval be [-1t, t t] and define a function

f(x) = I~ (3.74)
otherwise

Note that f(x) is "like" a pdf in that it is nonnegative and it integrates to 1 ;
moreover, tf(x) is a "switching function," eithcr "on" (equal to 1) or "off'"
(equal to O).

Let theIattice consist of the points T, T ± 1, T ± 2, ... , where Tis a
random variable uniformly distributed over the interval [O, 1]. Then the num-
ber of lattice points N(T) contained in [-'1- t,1l] can be counted using lf(.),
by writing

~
N(T) = ~ tf(T + n) (3.75)

An illustration is given in Figure 3.29. The rnean is

fI ~

E[N(T)] = o dt 2L lf(t .1- li)

cc SI
= l )~~ o f(t + n) dt

= l r~f(u) du


